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Virginia Gov.-Elect Youngkin Picks Next
Education Secretary
Virginia Governor-elect Glenn Youngkin on Monday revealed his very first Cabinet choice, calling Aimee
Rogstad Guidera as secretary of education.
The visit continues his promised dedication to reform education, consisting of ending mask requireds for
kids at schools, eliminating raunchy books from school libraries, and getting rid of vital race theory from
school curricula.
Home to a few of the country’s highest-achieving schools, Virginia throughout last month’s gubernatorial
election saw rural citizens in crucial districts swing towards Youngkin, a Republican running on a platform
in favor of adult rights in education. Youngkin’s challenger, previous Democratic Gov. Terry McAuliffe, lost
his quote for a 2nd term in the middle of extensive criticism after stating moms and dads should not inform
schools what to teach.
In a declaration revealing the Cabinet secretary, Youngkin applauded Guidera as a “nationally
acknowledged leader” promoting for “development and option, data-driven reform, and high requirements.”
” Aimee will be a vital partner in bring back expectations of quality; managing a record education spending
plan to purchase instructors, centers and unique education; presenting development laboratory and
charter schools; and meaning a curriculum that prepares Virginia’s kids for a vibrant future and gets rid of
politics from the class,” stated Youngkin, who will take workplace on Jan. 15, 2022.
Guidera is the creator and CEO of the Data Quality Campaign, a non-profit company that promotes
information literacy amongst teachers and education policy makers. She formerly acted as the director of
the Washington D.C. workplace of the National Center for Educational Achievement and dealt with
education policy at the National Governors Association.
Speaking at last month’s Republican Governors Association yearly conference in Phoenix, Arizona,
Youngkin stated his concentrate on moms and dads’ issues about education played a crucial function in
winning Virginia by a margin of 2.1 portion points, or about 67,000 votes out of almost 3.3 million tallies
cast.
” The surveys kept informing us that education was the seventh or 8th or ninth crucial problem,” Youngkin
stated, reported the Associated Press. “Let me inform you, it is the leading problem today, and
Republicans throughout the nation can own this subject.”
Prior to the Nov. 2 election, Youngkin assured that he would prohibit important race theory from Virginia
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class “on the first day” as guv.
” What we understand is [critical race theory] teaches kids to see whatever through a lens of race and
after that to divide them into pails and have kids that are called fortunate and others that are victims, and
it’s simply incorrect,” Youngkin stated throughout an Oct. 31 interview with Fox News. “And it, in reality,
requires our kids to complete versus one another and takes their dreams.”
” In the never-ceasing words of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., we’re contacted us to evaluate one another
based upon the material of our character and not the color of our skin,” he continued. “That’s why there’s
no location for important race theory in our school system, and why, on the first day, I’m going to prohibit
it.”
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